Visitor Identification

Secure, cost-effective visitor identification solutions

Organizations today are constantly striving to improve security and do a better job of tracking who is in their building and why they are there. Visual tools are still one of the best and easiest solutions to increase your security and simplify your non-employee tracking. IdentiSys has complete solutions designed to meet the needs of any organization. We can work with you to develop the solution to meet your unique requirements.

Whether you need simple paper or pre-printed cards or customized labels and badges, IdentiSys has the visitor management solutions to fit your needs.

Advantages

- Non-employee visual identification
- Increase workplace security
- Enhance organization’s image or brand
- Long distance visibility
- Simple identifier for different visitor categories

Simple, Effective & Affordable
Single-use Temporary Badges
A simple, easy solution to identify visitors:
- Pre-printed titles with area for writing visitor names
- Variety of sizes and shapes
- Available in self-expiring formats with gradual color change in a variety of timeframes
- Excellent for low visitor traffic

Visitor Accessories
A wide array of visitor accessories are available to increase visitor visibility. These are available as standard or customized with your logo.
- Lanyards
- Badge Clips
- Badge Holders
- Badge Reels

Custom Badges
Customize plastic cards with your logo, graphics and more.
- Most design options are possible
- Can include machine-readable technologies – magnetic stripe, smart card or proximity
- Excellent for moderate to heavy visitor traffic

Pre-printed Visitor Badges
Pre-printed plastic cards in your choice of four commonly used visitor categories:
- Available for visitor, vendor, volunteer and contractor – each with its own designated color for easy differentiation
- Can be reused or signed/dated with a permanent marker or label
- Easily add time-expiring indicators
- Available in landscape or portrait format
- Excellent for low to moderate visitor traffic

Visitor Tracking
Visitor tracking solutions – from simple log-in books to sophisticated tracking software, systems are available to help you track and monitor guests to your facility.

Visitor Accessories
A wide array of visitor accessories are available to increase visitor visibility. These are available as standard or customized with your logo.
- Lanyards
- Badge Clips
- Badge Holders
- Badge Reels

Custom Badges
Customize plastic cards with your logo, graphics and more.
- Most design options are possible
- Can include machine-readable technologies – magnetic stripe, smart card or proximity
- Excellent for moderate to heavy visitor traffic

Visitor Tracking
Visitor tracking solutions – from simple log-in books to sophisticated tracking software, systems are available to help you track and monitor guests to your facility.

Thermal Printers
Thermal printers will help your identification badges be more legible than hand-written names. A compact foot print makes these ready for any main entrance.

Contact us to learn more about how we can help you meet your unique visitor management requirements.

View our catalogs at www.identisys.com